
Security Q&As

Can you provide an overview of your PayTrac model? How are you able to help us 
process transactions? 

Vermont Systems is now a Payment Facilitator; a specific term in the payments industry that describes a 
business that takes on the onboarding, underwriting and associated risk to process card present and card not 
present (online) transactions. At Vermont Systems, we provision a MID (Merchant ID) for our clients; onboard 
them with our process, and underwrite them, with the backing of our sponsoring bank. 
 
We have developed a payment environment focused on security, made possible by our secure software layer, 
sponsoring bank and tokenization service. This provides for the secure collection and encryption of data, 
tokenization, and storage of the payment data in a secure vault that utilizes a database to store a mapping 
between the tokenized sensitive data, and the corresponding token that is used when a payment is made.

Are you PCI Compliant? 

Yes, we are a Level 1 PCI Compliant Service Provider and are therefore subject to the following requirements, 
which we have met and completed in accordance with our sponsoring bank.

Requirements:

 1) Passing external vulnerability scan

 2) SAQ-D - SAQ - self-assessment questionnaire

 3) AOC - Attestation on Compliance - 3rd party validates (Trustwave) - they are validating that  
      we did the work. They make sure that our answers pass; and validate the vulnerability scan.

Based on increased processing volume, and our desire to provide customers with the ultimate confidence 
in our solution, we achieved Level 1 certification in July 2021. To achieve this certification we completed an 
elevated security audit by a QSA (Qualified Security Auditor) who reviewed our SAQ, vulnerability scan, and 
all associated processes. As part of the SAQ, all associated parties in the PayTrac processing chain are also 
certified against these compliance standards. As a result, Vermont Systems has received both a certified ROC 
(Report on Compliance) and AOC from the PCI Security Standards Council. 

Note: Today, we are able to provide our passing vulnerability scan to our clients if they request.
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For online payments, how is patron account information stored? 

Account information is tokenized upon entry via our tokenization partner. Tokens are vaulted, and called for 
reference when future payments are made. Raw card holder data (card numbers, reference #’s, expiration dates) is 
not available anywhere in the Vermont Systems application; rather is linked via tokens, and secure data  
stored in a vault via our tokenization partner.

How does the funding work? 

Vermont Systems’ partnership with our sponsoring bank allows us to fund transactions in two to three business 
days. All payments made by cut off time on a Monday for instance, flow to the FBO account on a Tuesday.  
With validation and reconciliation, every transaction that is processed contains associated information about it  
(including the unique Merchant Identification), that allows the information to then be summarized and accounted 
for on a daily basis. As these funds are reconciled and reported on daily, we are able to utilize our platform to  
issue funding instructions to the FBO account for settlement to the Customer account the next business day; 
in this example on a Wednesday.

What about Card Present solution - are your devices point to point encrypted (P2PE)?

Our card present solution is made possible through devices which are point to point encrypted. For those wishing 
to procure the strongest protection per PCI, we also offer a PCI validated point to point encrypted device; which 
allows for those complying with stricter adherence to PCI standards, the opportunity to meet and comply with 
those higher standards.
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